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Abstract

A simulation of an anticipated TFTR DT supershot is described. The simulation is based

on a reproducible, high performance, long duration DD supershot with a major radius of 2.45m.

The TRANSP plasma analysis code is used to model fast ion (D, T, and alpha) parameters,

including their distributions in energy and pitch angle. Values and fits are provided for

comparing plasma modeling codes and for use in codes for analyzing MHD stability and

collective alpha particle effects.
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Introduction

Experiments with DT supershots axe scheduled for TFTR starting in the fall of 1993. A

large number of DT simulations have been performed using the TRANSP plasma analysis code

for designing experiments and diagnostics, and for alpha physics studies. Examples based on

discharges from 1986-1990 have been published. 1 The purpose of this paper is to provide more

detailed simulations based on a recent supershot. Distributions of the fast ions in energy and

pitch angle are given.

One of the simulations discussed in Ref. 1 (based on 55851) had been selected as a

standard example, and has been used for theoretical studies of TAE modes. 2 The absence of

significant MHD activky in that discharge made it appear especially suitable for DT experiments

since the coherent MHD activity which is often observed in supershots may increase the alpha

transport and prevent the accumulation of significant alpha pressures. MHD activity may also

spoil the reproducibility, making it more difficult to study the alpha physics.

All the DT simulations discussed in Ref. 1 were based on plasmas with R0 = 2.45m.

During the 1992 experimental run, supershots with larger R0 = 2.52m achieved record neutron

emission rates. Because of this, the first DT supershot experiments planned for TFTR will have a

major radius of 2.52m. Unfortunately, supershots with R0 > 2.45m usually exhibit a decrease in

neutron yield and in profile peakedness during the NBI, which can prevent these supershots from

maintaining stationary conditions. These decreases are expected to interfere with the

accumulation of fast alptaas, resulting in relatively low densities of fast alphas, and may make

comparisons with steady-state theories more difficult. For this reason, the new DT standard

supershot discussed below is still based on a supershot with RO= 2.45m. Supershots with this

radius are proposed for some of the DT experiments in TFTR, for example, the alpha heating

experiment. 3

The case described here resulted from an experiment conducted to optimize long

duration, high performance supershots for reproducibility. 4 The trade-off between pert'onnance

and reproducibility led to a choice of supershots with slightly less beam power and neutron yield

than 55851, but with higher reproducibility. These supershots also have lower central pressure

and [3,and thus have more margin to accommodate the higher pressure expected in DT due to

differences in T-NBI, the additional alpha pressure, and the higher electron temperature from the

alpha heating. 5 ,

Many examples of these moderate, long duration, high performance supershots have been

achieved. 4 They typically have "benign" fishbone activity during the flat-top phase. One
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example, 66887, was chosen as a new standard. Parameters during the stationary phase of NBI

(-3.5 - 4,0s) are PB = 24.4MW, Ip = 1.65MA, BTF = 4.76T, R0 = 2.45m, a = 0.Sin, qw(0/= 0.9,

. and q_,{a) = 5. The total and thermal energy confinement times are 0.14s and 0.08s respectively.

Components of the volume-integrated stored energies at 3.75s are given in Table I. The

. definition of toroidal beta used in TRANSP is the pressure divided by 8rt<Bz2> where <...> is the

volume average, and Bz is tile vacuum toroidal field. The value of 8_:<Bz2> is 9.28MJ/m 3. Tile

volume averages of co,nponents of toroidal beta are listed in Table II. The peak value of [3norm -

<l[3u)tal>/ Ip/aBTF is 1.85. The values of the central Zeff decreases to = 2-3 during the NBI phase,

The impurities consist of carbon and small traces of metals. The contribution to the central Zett from

metals is less than = (1.(12.The average charge of the impurities in this discharge is = 6,1)5. The

total particle confil:ement time is modeled to be approximately 0.07s.

TRANSP

The TRANSP piasma analysis code has many modes of operation, Although its inain use

is for modeling tokamak discharges using measured parameters, it also can be used in predictive

modes. The modeling modes provide infortnation on the consistency of measured parameters and

calculate parameters which are difficult to measure directly, Examples of the latter are the

profiles of the pla_lna currents, the fast ion (NBI and ICH) density and pressure, and the particle

and energy transport. Minimal assumptions and few adjustable parameters can be used for the

TRANSP modeling. Assumptions that m'e typically used for modeling TFTR supershots are that

the Zelt profiles are flat, that the parallel resistivity, the magnetic field diffusion, and the fast ion

orbits are neoclassical, and that the heat convection multipliers for the ions and electrons are 3/2.

The measured time-dependent profiles of ne, Te, Timp (the impurity temperature) and vo ithe

toroidal rotation/are used. In various predictive modes, transport coefficients can be assumed

and consequences such as profiles of temperatures and currents can be calculated.

Recently the number of non-impurity thermal ion species that can be modeled in

TRANSP has been increased from 3 to 5. One impurity species can, and generally is modeled.

Fast ion parameters can be calculated using either Monte Carlo or Fokker-Planck techniques,

Most of the results discussed below are calculated with the Monte Carlo option, but some results

from the Fokker-Planck option are discussed and compared. With the Monte Carlo option, 6 three

fast species Ibeam ions and/or fusion products) can be modeled. The fast ions are treated as

thermalized when they slow down to the average energy of the local thermal ion population

• (3Til. With the Fokker-Planck option, 7 only two species (beam ions) are modeled. This option,

which was written by G. Hammett, uses a bounce-averaging technique. 8 He recently improved
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the thermalization model to give a more realistic simulation. For this he rewrote the Fokker-

Planck equation as

df .m. Sorbit - H (4Ti- E )d'7 = Sfast + Ci(t') + Ce(f') f fMaxwell7:cx l:therm

with f the distribution of either of the beam ions (excluding the thermal contribution). Sfast is the

fast ion source rate, Ci is the collision operator with thermal ions, and Ce is the collision operator

with electrons, Sorbit is the loss of particles into unconfined orbits.

The thermalization time l:therm is chosen to be as short as possible while maintaining f

positive everywhere. The HeavJside function H(4Ti- E) guarantees that the only particles

thermalized are those with E < 4Ti or less if the loss cone extends to an energy less than 4Ti. This

later case is unlikely, but might happen in pathological cases near the edge. The inclusion of the

Heaveside function is necessary since only the isotropic fMaxwell is subtracted from f in each

time step. At high energies the pitch angle-scattering rate is very low, which implies that it takes

a long time to isotropize. Without the Heaveside function, Ztherm would be very, long.

Furthermore, at very, high energies f is distorted by loss-cones and by collisions with electrons

(which causes f to have a slope above the critical energy of Te, not Ti), so blindly subtracting off

fMaxwell with a Ti slope would result in negative values for f unless "ttherm were very large.

This thermalization method is superior to that used by the Monte Carlo option since
3

instantly turning the fast ions to thermal at ;7Ti ignores the fact that it takes an ion-ion collision

to isotropize the ions. However, the Monte Carlo option does a better job of handling other

physics details as the Fokker-Planck option has no reabsorption of charge-exchanged ions and

uses a small banana width approximation for the fast ions.

The alpha particles distributions are simulated only with the Monte Carlo option. The

alpha births are performed using spatially 2D fusion reaction rate data (beam-beam + beam-

target + thermonucleari computed tn the preceding timestep. The alpha particles are launched

tsotropically in the (rotating) plasma flame with the appropriate birth energy (E0 = 3.5MeV).

This had previously been incorrectly coded in TRANSP, resulting in too many alphas being

launched with pitch angles _. ( - Vpar / v ) near -1 or +1. The main effects of this were that the

predictions of central alpha densities and 13o_were about 25% too high. This has been corrected ira

July, 1993.

Effects of Doppler broadening of the alpha distributions from bearn-target interactions

have not yet been incorporated in TRANSP, The alpha orbits and slowing-down, and their

heating of the thennal plasma are calculated using the same Monte Carlo methods employed in ,

modeling the fast ions from NBI. The model tzd<esinto account non-zero orbit width effects and

Larmor radius effects, but magnetic field ripple effects are not included.
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Ripple effects appear to be insignificant for R0 = 2.45m plasmas. They are estimated to

• be < 5%. 9 Less than 10 % of the alpha particles are expected to escape from the plasma via

prompt first-orbit loss if the plasma current is higher than Ip --. 1,5MA. 10Measured DD fusion

. product losses agree with first-orbit and ripple loss model predictions in many cases. 10,I1
Anomalous diffusion of the fast ions can be modeled in TRANSP. The anomalous loss of beam

ions is relatively small for plasmas with R0 = 2.45m when the current is not small (Ip >
1MA). 12,13It is assumed to be zero here.

The TFTR inner and RF limiters are modeled in TRANSP as toroidally symmetric

circles. Trapped alphas are considered as lost to the limiters if their orbit guiding centers either

come within a Larmor radius of these limiters, or if the guiding centers extend past a flux surface

located outside the last closed flux surface with the extrapolated value of the square root of the

normalized toroidal flux, x equal to 1.3. The actual flux surfaces outside the last closed flux
J

surface are unk_own to TRANSP, so only approximate orbits are used in this region. For this

, reason the extrapolation is not extended beyond x= 1.3. The actual outer (RF) limiter is beyond this

surface for most plasmas, thus TRANSP slightly overestimates the alpha orbit loss,

The alpha particles slow down and pitch-angle scatter on thermal plasma species

(electrons, ions, and impurities). Collisional coupling between fast ion species (e.g,, beam-beam

and beam - alpha particle collisional effects) is not computed. The accumulation of thermalized

alpha particles can be modeled with TRANSP using the increased number of thermal ion species

(using D, T, He4, and an impurity species).

DD modeling

The time evolutions of several parameters of the DD discharge are shown in Figs, 1.

Waveforms are shown in Fig. 1-a. The total and calculated components of the currents are shown

in Fig. l-b, and the calculated peakedness of various profiles are shown in Fig. 1-c. Exanlples of

several TILa,NSP symmetrized profiles versus major radius are shown in Fig, 2. Figure 2-a gives

the temperature profiles. The temperature of the impurity ions is symmetrized from measured

profiles of the carbon impurity. The temperature of the thermal D is calculated from this impurity

temperature. "ine TRANSP modeling for the DD discharge agrees well with naeasurements, so

this D'F simulation should be a good estimation of the DT parameters to be expected. Details of

the discharge are given in Ref. 4.

The ideal MHD high-n stability has been analyzed by S, Sabbagh using the EQGRUM

and S'FBAL codes. A plot of the pressure gradient and of the ballooning-unstable region is
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shown in Fig. 3. These are plotted versus the square root of the normalized poloidal flux. This

plot indicates that p' could increase >30% before reaching the high-n stability limit. Higher

performance supershots are computed to have p' very close to the unstable region. An example

(for 55851) is shown in Ref. 1.

DT Simulations

TFTR has twelve NBI sources, six aimed in the co direction and the outer six In the

counter direction. D or T can be injected in any corrbination of these sources. For the DT

simulations discussed here, the NBI is assumed to consist of 13MW D-NBI from 5 sources and

11.4MW T-NBI from another 5 sources. The injection of both the D and T are chosen to be

nearly balanced (co versus counter). The voltages of the full energy components are chosen to be

those of 66887, approximately l()5keV. The half and third energy fractions are chosen to be

approximately those of 66887 also.

The neutron ernissivity rates predicted by the Monte Carlo run are shown in Figs. 4-a.

The thermonuclear fraction is 10% of the total. This fraction is predicted to be higher (up to

-30c7c-) tbr supershots with higher central densities, The simulation yields peak values of the

neutron emission rate, Sn = 2.0xl01S/sec, and fusion yield, YDT ( -= Sn / 3.6xlOlT[MW/secl ) =

5.6MW. The normalized fusion yield is QDT (- YDT/PB ) = (.).23. The total and beam-target

neutron emission rates predicted with the Fokker-Planck option, shown in Figs, 4-b, are 35%

higher. This option typically, gives neutron rates that are ~10-20% higher than those from the

Monte Carlo option.

The time evolutions of the alpha heating and the alpha power lost to the lirniter are shown

in Fig. 5. The limiter loss is computed to be -- 8q of tile alpha heating rate. A cross section

through the plasma showing flux surfaces and the location of the limiters is given in Fig. 6-a.

Sup,ershots generally have []ux surfaces that are approximately circular, with x close in value to

r/a. A plot of r/a versus x is _n Fig. t_-b.

Profiles of the scattering tirnes and slowing down times for the filst particles at birth are

shown in Fig 7 Profiles of the average energies of the fast ions are stao,,vn in Fig. 8. Profiles of

the electron heating are sht_,_,n in Fig. 9_

The electron temperature ,,,,ill be effected by the alpha heating, by azly intrinsic isotopic

scaling difference.,, betv, een DD and DT, ;.tnd by differences in the D ;.tnd T NBI deposition and "

heating. Methods for separating these effects are discussed in Ref. [3]. For the simulations

discussed here, tile electron energy ctmductivlty Xo is assumed to be identical to that calculated
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for the DD discharge. This models the case where there is no intrinsic isotopic scaling

' differences between DD and DT, and where there is no change in confinement with the increase

in heating due to the alpha particles. The intrinsic isotopic scaling from D to DT supershots is

. unknown. The energy transport in supershots is insensitive to changes ira the NBI power, but it is

not known if this will be the case with alpha heating.

The net effect of this assumption of identical Ze for DD and DT on the central Te is that it

is predicted to increase ~ i0% in DT. Profiles of the total pressure and electron temperature of the

DD discharge and of the DT simulation are compared in Fig, 10. Figure 10-c shows that p' is

expected to increase --2()% in the inner third of the DT supershot relative to the DD supershot.

This increase is due to the increased electron energy, beam energy, and the additional alpha

pressure, listed in Table I, The simulation yields the volume awerages of the beta toroidal

components shown in Table Ii, The value of []norm is 1.99.

The ideal MHD stability of the DD discharge and ot" the DT simulation has been analyzed
4

by J. Manickam using the PEST package. Both are calculated to be unstable to an internal

m=n=l mode, Such a mode would be expected since the DD discharge exhibited fishbone

•- activity during the steady state phase of NBI.

The peakedness of some of the DT profiles are shown iraFig. 11. The neutron production

rates, the fast alpha distribution, and [3or are very peaked, relative to other profiles, TRANSP

symmetrized profiles are shown ira Figs. 12 for comparison with the DD case shown in Fig, 2.

The thermal D and T densities differ considerably due to the different recycling, which was

assumed to be dominantly D. "['he profiles of components of [3tot ,ire shown in Fig. 13,

Various parameters can be derived from the profiles calculated bv TRANSP. The Alfvdn

speed and frequency profiles are plotted in Figs, 14. They are defined as,

BTE

VAlfven = ._/4r_mH(2nD+3nT+2,5nbc:ml+4nu+12n_mp)

C0Allven _ 2qwR

• The trajectory, in time of <[3_x>versus the ratio _,alptlat()l/VAllvcn((I) of the b_rth alpha speed to

the Alfven speed at x=0 is shov,n in Figs, 15. This ratio achieses its petik value during the

, stationary phase, and then rapidly decreases after the NB1 as the density decreases. TAE modes

are expected to be excited during this ramp-down phase. 1

Values of the thermal rle and rl_c, are plotted iil Figs, le_.They tire defined as:
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vie _ dlnnddr
o

dlnTddr
)lie _ d]nnd_ .

Distributions

Both Monte Carlo and Fokker.Planck methods were used to generate the distribution
functions,

dn
r f-:
' d]Edk

6

of fast ions in the laboratory frame. The independent variables are x, pitch angle k, and energy E.

Plots of integrals of the distributions over E olk from the Monte Carlo run are given in Figs. 17-
19.

Fits to the pitch angle distributions are shown in Figs. 20. The alpha distributions are

pe_ed at pitch angles 7.= -1 and +1 since the ions with k- 0 have larger excursions into regions

of large x with higher probability of being lost. The distributions are also skewed toward positive

pitch angles, especially for alphas at large x, This is caused by preferential losses of counter-

streaming ions. One consequence of this is that the profiles of the average rotation of fast ions are

peaked with co-rotation at large x, as shown in Fig. 21. A simulation was performed with the

total plasma current increased to 8MA to compare the k distributions. The alpha distributions for

this extrapolation are much flatter dbe to smaller banana _,,idths. Results are shown in Figs 22.

There is considerable noise in the distributions due to the Monte Carlo sampling. The

noise was reduced b.,, sampling 4000 beam ions and 4000 alpha particles. Also the sampling was

averaged over a time range of 20() reset. The Fokker-Planck runs do not have sampling noise.

Plots of integrals of the distributions over E or k are given in Figs. 23-2,1. The D and T

distributions are sirnilar to those in Figs. 17.18, except in the low energy regions due to the
different thermalization models used. Also they m'e smoother.

Plots for the pitch-angle integrated distributions and )or the thermal Nlaxwellian

distributions (t',",lax_,,ell"" ".,E expl.E/T] t at the plasma tearer are shown in Figs 25. The

,Maxwellian componentsof the D and T dlstributlorls integrate to the central then'hal densities,

2.()x1019/m3 and 1.5xlOIL'_/m3respectively. Although the thermal alpha density was not modeled

in the TRANSP runs discussed here, the alpha thermalization rate is predicted. The central alpha
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thermalization rate is very small _< 1017/m3/sec) up to 3.75sec, and increases rapidly after that

' time. Profiles of the time integral of this rate are shown in Fig, 26, The time-integral of the

central rate to 3,75sec is 6x1015/m 3, This value was used to normalize the Maxwellian

. distribution shown in Fig. 25-c. Corresponding results from the Fokker-Pianck run are shown in

Fig, 27. These distributions differ from those in Figs. 25-a and 25-b in the region of 20-40keV

due to the different thermalization treatment.

Plots and fits to the pitch-angle integrated distributions at the plasma center, normalized

as

i
i

f
F_--

,TE

are given in Figs, 28, In the approximation Ti ~ 0, the relatively flat middle region below the birth

• energy is predicted to decrease as

" F--[ E 1,5 + Ecntl.5] "1

with Ecru = the critical energy. 14 The values of Ecnt ira steady state are predicted to be ~20Te for

D beam ions and 40T e for alphas (using ln(A e) = 17 and ln(Aion) =23). The values for these in the

center are 205 and 409 keV respectively. The fits to the distributions yield the cutoff energies

shown in Table III, These are lower than the values given above. The beam ion distributions are

complicated by the high values of Tt and by the presence of the half and third NBI energy

components.

An effective temperature Tcf f can be deduced by fitting lnCF) above the creation energies,

E0.15 This temperature is a weighted average of T_ and To, depending on Ecnt. Plots and fits are

shown in Figs. 29. Fit parameters are shown iraTable III.

The distribution for the alphas evolves considerably during the discharge, even during

the relatively stationary phase of the last 0.5 sec of NBI. Early in the NBI the distribution versus

energy is hollow, peaked near the birth energy. The fits for the central ln(Fi versus energy at

. several times, 3,6 sec, just after the start of the stationary phase, and 4.0 sec, just before the

termination of the NBI are compared with the value at 3.75sec in Fig. 30. The distributions

become more Maxwcllian at late times.
L
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Fits to profiles
J

Values of parameters and fits are given below for use in codes to calculate effects such as
Q

the MI:ID stability, and TAE and KBM modes, Figures 31 give various profiles versus x.

Examples of fits are given in the plots. Some of the profiles are fitted well by a sum of a

Gaussian and a pov,,er of _l-x2). A summary of simple fits to the central values (x<0,5) of several

of the profiles using either a Gaussian or a power of (1-x 2) are given in the Table IV,

Many plasma analysis codes use the normalized poloidal flux P or the square root of the

normalized poloidal flux as the independent spaci',tl variable. Figure 6-b shows the relation of P, '; p,

and r/a to x. Figures 32 give selected parameters versus P. These fits are being used in NOVA.K

calculations.

Profile values are given in Appendices I and II, In TRANSP, some parameters are

computed on zone centers and some are computed on zone boundaries. For simplicity, all the

values in Figs. 31-32 and in the Appendices are given at zone centers.

Summary

TRANSP results for simulations of a TFTR DT supershot are given. The,,, are based on a

DD supershot which was chosen since it is reproducible, has a high neutron yield, a long

duration of stationary conditions, _:_adappears to have a sufficient margin of stability to

accommodate the increased pressure expected ira DT. The simulation yields peak values of Onorm

= 1.99, fusion yield, YDT = 5.0MW, and normalized fusion yield QDT = 0.23 The alpha loss to

limiters is predicted to be small !<8_7ct.

Parameters and fits are given during the relativeiv stationary phase. Monte Carlo and

Fokker-Planck options are used for calculating beam iota parameters and the Monte Carlo optiorl

is used for calculating fast alpha p:,rarneters. "I'he Monte Carlo option has a more complete model

of the physics, except for the themaalization, and generally gives lower fusit"/fl rates. Dismbutmns

versus position, energ,, and pitch angle arc gi',en. The D and T beam ior'l distributions are

relatively constant during the steady-state phase of the discharge. The alpha distributions evolve

dunng this phase since the slo,,,,'irlg down times are long. The alpha distributions i/1 pitch angle

are peaked at forv, ard and back,a;.trd pitch angles.
it
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Tables
d

Table I. Components of the stored energy for the DD and DT supershot

DD (66887A08) DT (66887P10)
, , ,, , ,,, ,,,,,, , ,

Utotal 3,42MJ 3.69MJ
, ,, ,, ,,, ,

Uprp 0.70MJ 0.80MJi i i i ,,,, i

Uparr 0.91MJ 1.08MJ,, ,,,,

Ue 0.91MJ 0.93MJ
,, , , ,,, ,,,,

Uion 0.89MJ 0,88MJ

Table II - Components of volume averaged beta for the DD and DT supershot

DD (66887A08) DT (66887P10)
' I

i

i <_total > 0.783% 0.842°70

<[3beam> 0.370% 0.395%
,, , , _ ,,,,,

L<[3e> 0.208% 0.213%,, ,,, ,,,

<[3ion> 0.205% 0.202%
, ,

<[3a> 0 0.034%
• ..........

Table III. Fits to the fast ion distributions

fast iota fit to F fit to In(F), E < EO fit to In(F), E > EO
,, , ,, ,,,, .... t, , ,

Ecrit _,keV) Teff (keV) Teff (keV) .....
D 71 9(1 14

, , ........

T 100 110 12
.... ,,,,, , ,

alpha 750 1300 65 •
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Table IV. Simple fits to central values of selected parameters

Parameter Gaussian fit Power fit

a*exp {-(x/b) 2 } a*(1-x2) b
ill illl i i i illll i ii,,lllld

a b a b
i ............. i i I

[3 0.040 0.41 0,040 5.6
ii i ill illll i,illllll

[3a 0.0026 0.33 0.0025 8.3
ill ill j i lll ii i i, ii illllllll

na 1.8x1017/m 3 0.36 1,8x1017/m 3 7.3
.................................... i
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Figure Captions
$,

Fig. 1 a) Waveforms of 66887 for the applied NB[ power, chordal density, density peakedness,

. major radius, current, qv(a), total and perpendicular stored energy, and total neutron

emission; b) the ohmic, bootstrap, and beam-driven components of the plasma current

computed with TRANSP, c) peakedness of various profiles computed with TRANSP.

Fig. 2 TRANSP symmetrized profiles versus major radius of a) Te measured from electron

cyclotron emission, Timp measured from charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy,

and TD corrected for impurity -hydrogenic differences, b) ne measured by interferometry,

and nD, nt_am, and nimp calculated by TRANSP.

Fig. 3 Gradient of the total pressure computed by TRANSP and the instability region for ideal

MHD high-n ballooning instability.

Fig. 4 Time evolutions of the total neutron emissivity and its components from beam-thermal,

. beam-beam and thermonuclear DT fusions predicted by the a) Monte Carlo, and b)

Fokker-Planck options.

Fig. 5 Time evolutions of the alpha heating powers to electrons and ions, and the loss of alpha

power to the limiters or by excursion past x=1.3.

Fig. 6 a) Toroidal slice through TFTR showing the circle which is tile approximate location of

the limiters and the MHD equilibrium flux surfaces calculated by TRANSP and

parameterized by the square-root of normalized toroidal flux x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1 (the

last closed flux surface), and 1.3, which is used as the cutoff for alpha orbits; b) profile of

r/a, the normalized poloidal flux P, and the square-root of P versus ,.

Fig. 7 Profiles versus the square-root of the normalized toroidal flux parameter x of the fast ion

a) slowing down, and b) scattering times at their birth energies,

Fig. 8 Profiles of the average energies of the fast a) D beam ions, b}T beam ions, and c)

alpha particles versus x. Profiles :it :.,everaltimes are shown, The fast D and T ion profiles

are relatively constant compared with those of the alphas.

Fig. 9 Stacked profiles of the electron heating from beam ions, ion-electron coupling, and alpha

heating.

Fig. 10 Comparison of the DD and equivalent DT profiles of Te, total pressure, and the gradient

of the total pressure versus x.

Fig, 11 Peakedness of various profiles includir_g the DT neutron emission, the f:|st alphas, [_t:_,

and the total pressure

• Fig. 12 Profile_,versu.,,rTl,ljorradiu.,,of a) temperatures, and b) densities

Fig, 13 Profiles of 13toroidaland the alptaa component 13a,

Fig.14 Profiles of the ,.\lfv,_n speed and frequency.
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Fig.15 The trajectory of <13a> versus the ratio va (0) / VAlfvdn(0).

Fig. 16 Profiles of tie and rlie.

Fig. 17 Integrals over a-b) pitch angle, and c-d) energy of the fast D beam ion distribution

computed with the Monte Carlo option,

Fig. 18 Integrals over a-b) pitch angle, and c-d) of the fast T beam ion distribution computed

with the Monte Carlo option.

Fig,19 Integrals over a-b) pitch angle, and c-d) of the fast alpha distribution computed with the

Monte Carlo option.

Fig.20 Fits to tile distributions in pitch angle lintegrated over E). from the Monte Carlo run

of the fast a) D beam ions, b) T beam ions, and c) alpha particles.

Fig.21 Profiles of the fast ion toroidal rotations.

Fig.22 Integrals of the distribution functions computed with the Monte Carlo option of the fast

alpha particles in the hypothetical case of Ip = 8MA.

Fig.23 Integrals over a-b) pitch angle, and c-d) energy of the fast D beam ion distribution

computed with the Fokker-Planck option.

Fig.24 Integrals over a-b) pitch angle, and c-d) energy ol the fast T beam ion distribution

computed with the Fokker-Planck option.

Fig,25 Integrals over pitch angle of the central distribution f, tile thermal distribution fMaxv,ell,

and their sum versus E from the Monte Carlo run of tile fast a) D ions, b)T ions, and c)

alpha particles. The integrals of lMa..,,well give the central densities of the thenhal D, T,

and of the alpha ash estimated from the alpha thermalization rate.

Fig.20 Profiles of the time-integrated alpha thennalization rate.

Fig.27 Integral over pitch angle of the central distribution f, the thermal distribution fMaxwcll,

and their sum versus E frorn the Fokker-Planck rut_ of tile fast a) D ions, and b} T ions.

Fig.28 Profiles and fits to F -=f/,, E at x=O t'rorn the Monte Carlo run of the fast al D beam ions,

b) T beam lolls, and c/alpha particles.

Fig,29 Profiles and fits to In {I7,(EIat x=()from the Monte Carlo run of the fast ,1) D beam ions,

b_ "I"beam tons, and c l alpha particles.

Fig.3() (;omparisons of In (IY,,"E)for alpha particles kit x=()for different times.

Fig.31 Profiles and fits ot selected parameters versus x,

Fig.32 Profiles and fits of selected parameters versus the nonnalized puli_id'dl flU\,
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Plasma currents Fig, l-b
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Temperature profiles Fig, 2.a
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Neutron emission components
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Alpha heating powers and loss Fig.5
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Flux surfaces Fig. 6-a
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Average D-beam energy Fig,8-a
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Electron heating profiles Fig. 9
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Electron temperature Fig, lO-a
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Profile peakedness Fig.11
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Temperature profiles Fig,12.a
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Toroidal _3profiles Fig,L3
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Profiles of qe and 'rlie Fig 16
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. Rotation frequency profiles Fig. 21
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2,0 t0 '8 D distribution txaO,t=3,75sj b'ig, 28.a
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